Another Real Cost of Prisons

As I understand history, WWII severely challenged America’s military. It was America’s industrial complex that rolled up its sleeves and provided superior weapons making it possible for our military to overcome the extreme deficit under which we began in the Pacific arena and go on to win on both fronts (Pacific & Europe) When that war(s) ended, our industry was turned to manufacturing weapons and other war-time products. Re-tooling is expensive!

Following WWII, we elected a Five Star General to the Presidency. Our industrial complex continued pumping out weapons. We were popular worldwide as the liberating force. We freed civilian prisoners of the former occupiers, we bought influence toward selling our product to the world. Our product: War!!! weapons & such. We spread conflict all over the world.

The world has changed much over the last half century. So has our role in war. No longer are we the “liberators”. (Is that where we truly were?) Now, we take civilian prisoners... lots of them... and we are proud of it? We make an industry of it.

Our soldiers who take the prisoners can’t be spared to guard those prisoners. That task falls on our home guarded units that have been mobilized for duty. Experts from our Department(s) of Corrections advise our military
in design and procedures to control all these prisoners, while our Guard units are receiving their “speciality” in Prisoner Management, our experts are busily training the locals in how to keep all this machinery operating so that they can continue protecting our interests after our military pull-out?

When our newly specialized Guard units come home, they are promised a secure future for their service to their country: “Prisoner Control”. The consequences inherent in this are obvious and bad enough for us... but?

When the human body’s corrective/regenerative functions run wild, we call that cancer. We do not proudly display the malignant growths. And we do not purposely infect our loved ones and our neighbors with similar growths.

Why do we spread our societal disease?

P.S. Utah prisoners need advocacy & support just like the rest of the nation. Maybe more so? We are the state that broke the moratorium against executions.
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